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For this project, my tragedy of the commons focuses on the disposal of plastic bottles in public
parks. In New York City, there are millions of people walking around daily who are drinking water out of
plastic water bottles instead of reusable containers. The issue with this is that people are disposing of
empty plastic bottles into trash cans, which go to landfills, instead of recycling them. In landfills, the issue
with plastic is that it does not decompose, unlike spoiled food or leaves or even paper. In public parks here
in New York, the only option for disposing trash is a trash can. In private owned shops, you often find a
recycling bin next to a trash can, giving way for the proper disposal of plastic.

I decided to collect data on this by observing Union Square Park. I sat in multiple locations, both
within the park and on the steps of the square, and found that over the course of an hour, 32 people
threw plastic bottles in the trash, and many others were holding plastic bottles, though not disposing
them in the park. We can’t stop people from buying plastic bottles, but we can find a cleaner way to
dispose of them. To better solve this issue, I came up with three scenarios to fix this issue. The first starts
at the store level. Instead of just selling water bottles, they could have free cups for water clearly
displayed in the store. Every food store is required by law to have free water by request, but none of them
are openly offering the free water. This way, instead of paying for a water bottle, you could know that
there is free water you could drink at a store. The next option starts at the disposal of water bottles.
Instead of just having a trash can (especially in parks), there should be a combined trash can/recycling bin.
This way, there is a clear place for the water bottles to go, which is right next to the trash can. Lastly, we
could have the workers that take out the trash also go through the trash to take out the water bottles.

I think the best solution to this issue is to have a different design for the trash can to combine it
with a recycling bin. In fact, I have offered a design idea for this to the right. I wanted to play off the great
idea that the bus stops in Manhattan have used. Using advertising, these trash can/recycling bins can be
free for New York City. I would theoretically take this design proposal to a company, like Coca Cola for
example, and say “The bin would be an ad for you. It is going to be made out of recycled materials so it
would be about twice as expensive as other trash bins, but your company would then be sponsoring
reusable products,” and that way they would pay for the advertisement and therefore the bin itself. This
way, we aid the issue of recycling in New York and also provide free new trash cans/recycling bins for the
city.

